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to several watts), performance is often compromised in favor
of extended operating lifetime [5]. In many embedded systems
it is common to have real-time constraints, which can either be
hard (i.e. time constraint cannot be violated) or soft (i.e. time
constraint can be occasionally violated) [6]. The energy saving
in these systems is achieved by suitably controlling the power
supply at circuit- or system-level with the aim of minimizing
the slack time (i.e. the time between task execution time and
its deadline). Fig. 2 shows a demonstration of performancedriven energy minimization approaches for real-time systems.
A common denominator for all these applications is the
capability of operating under reliable power supplies, while
providing with certainty in computational performance.
Power

I. C OMPUTING IS C HANGING
Over the years, computing systems have found their usage
in a large number of domains. Considering their typical power
consumptions, these domains can be roughly categorized into
six major applications, such as high-end many-core server
systems, desktop computing, portable computing, mobile systems, embedded systems and low-end ubiquitous systems.
Fig. 1 depicts four different trends of these applications: design
and optimization requirements, expected/current population
of these systems, power supply variations and energy efficiency requirements by them. These trends show how design
considerations have evolved with power and/or performance
constraints for different application domains, highlighting
their degree of usage in terms of device populations. For
line supply powered computing applications, such as highend server and desktop computing systems, performance is
typically constrained by power consumption (which ranges
from tens of watts to several mega-watts) to control the
operational costs and system overheating [4]. For batterypowered systems, such as portable computing devices and
embedded systems (with typical power from a few milliwatts

Fig. 1. Major computing applications and their typical system design and
optimization requirements, expected current population of these systems,
normal supply power variations and energy efficiency requirements [1]–[3].
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Abstract—The traditional hallmark in embedded systems is
to minimize energy consumption considering hard or soft realtime deadlines. The basic principle is to transfigure the uncertainties of task execution times in the real world into energy
saving opportunities. The energy saving is achieved by suitably
controlling the reliable power supply at circuit or system-level
with the aim of minimizing the slack times, while meeting the
specified performance requirements.
Computing paradigm for emerging ubiquitous systems, particularly for the energy-harvested ones, has clearly shifted from
the traditional systems. The energy supply of these systems
can vary temporally and spatially within a dynamic range,
essentially making computation extremely challenging. Such a
paradigm shift requires disruptive approaches to design computing systems that can provide continued functionality under
unreliable supply power envelope and operate with autonomous
survivability (i.e. the ability to automatically guarantee retention
and/or completion of a given computation task). In this paper,
we introduce Real-Power Computing, inspired by the above
trends and tenets. We show how computation systems must
be designed with power-proportionality to achieve sustained
computation and survivability when operating at extreme power
conditions. We present extensive analysis of the need for this new
computing approach using definitions, where necessary, coupled
with detailed taxonomies, empirical observations, a review of
relevant research works and example scenarios using three case
studies representing the proposed paradigm.
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Fig. 2. Real-time performance-driven power minimization in embedded
systems. Dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) is a key aspect of
these systems; using DVFS the slack time (difference between deadline and
execution time) can be minimized for power/energy efficiency.
Keynote: October 2016 Montreux Symposium on Emerging Trends in Computing – e.g. Yankin
Tanhuran of Synopsys http://www.nano‐tera.ch/pdf/soetc/tanhuran.pdf

A point worth noting from Fig. 1 is the energy efficiency
requirements of these applications. As the operating power
level becomes smaller, particularly for the battery-powered
systems, they are being challenged with longer operating
lifetimes. This has led to research and innovation in the general
area of Low-Power Computing with the basic premise of
“making the most of available energy” [7]. A key aspect
of achieving such energy efficiency is the ability to operate
with multiple supply voltages (i.e. Vdd), from sub-threshold
to super-threshold [8], [9]. As energy efficiency needs become
more prominent, the Vdd range between minimum (Vmin ) to
maximum (Vmax ) point also tends to be higher (see Fig. 1).
The dramatic spread of computing, at the scale of trillions of emerging ubiquitous systems, is delivering on the
pervasive penetration into the real world in the form of
data-driven Internet of Things (IoT) [10], [11]. Examples
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include implantable or wearable devices, cybernetics and fireand-forget sensing systems in smart cities and offices. For
ubiquity, typical design requirements of these devices are to
be small, low-cost and light-weight by harvesting energy from
the real-world through vibration [12] or thermal [13] energy,
or from environment through solar or kinetic energy [13],
[14]. As harvesting sources have natural fluctuations in their
physical properties, the available energy of these devices also
varies significantly, both in spatial and temporal dimensions,
often by two orders of magnitude or more [15]. This makes
the operation of these devices challenging, particularly when
the available energy is unreliable but the device needs to
complete useful computations [16]. Hence, a highly desirable
property of these devices is to have natural survival instincts
defined by the available energy levels. In other words, they
should continue to provide a required computation capacity at
limited energy levels, even if it requires gracefully degrading
the computation quality or retaining the computation states
for resumption when more energy is available. Biological
organisms and systems, such as microbes, work with similar
principles as they morph and adapt for carrying out useful
synthesis and regenerative processes for their survival under
varying sunlight [17].
Traditional approaches are agnostic of such survival instincts under varying supply energy levels [16]. These approaches react to low energy situations by scaling operating
voltage/frequency to extend lifetime, which does not guarantee
retention or completion of computation tasks before the system
is depleted of power [18]. In fact due to lack of survival
instincts the direct application of existing approach can cause
loss of computation in such an event, as shown in Fig. 3. Indeed, a change in the computing paradigm is needed to design
computing systems with natural survivability and adaptability
instincts that go beyond traditional approaches for dealing
with unreliable power supply. This paper introduces one such
computing paradigm, named Real-Power Computing, with the
following key objectives and contributions:
1) a definition of the new paradigm underpinning rationale
and an extensive review of related works,
2) a detailed taxonomy of the paradigm, showing different
design and run-time optimization approaches,
3) three case studies and exemplars demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed paradigm applied in different
taxonomy scenarios, and
4) a brief outline of the open research challenges and
opportunities surfacing this paradigm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
argues the rationale of real-power computing, together with its
definition, manifestations and taxonomies. Section III outlines
design methods for the envisioned new paradigm, while Section IV gives insights into run-time adaptation needs for power
proportionality and survivability. Section V provides three
different case studies as exemplars of different real-power
computing aspects. Section VII and VI summarize challenges,
opportunities underpinning existing research works. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper.
Throughout the paper we will use energy and power terms as
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follows. From the supply side, the energy term will be used to
refer to harvesters with built-in storage, while the power term
will indicate to the rate of energy dispensation over time. For
the computing logic side, the energy term will define the total
power consumed over a given time interval.
II. R EAL -P OWER C OMPUTING
In his visionary article [19](p. 438), Oliver Heaviside wrote:
“Now, in Maxwell’s theory there is the potential energy..., and
there is the kinetic or magnetic energy.... They are supposed
to be set up by the current in the wire. We reverse this; the
current in the wire is set up by the energy transmitted through
the medium around it. The sum of the electric and magnetic
energies ....is definite in amount, and the rate of transmission of
energy (total) is also definite in amount.”
In computing systems the situation is analogous; the energy
consumed by the electronic devices (e.g., transistor switches,
parasitic capacitors, current mirrors and interconnects) allows
for the information transformation from one form to another.
If we reverse this angle of thinking, we can see that the
information transformation is in fact the product of the energy
input to the underlying circuits and this energy as well as its
rate are definite in amount. The consequence of this reversal is
remarkable. Traditionally, our view would be to consider given
computation task as something definitely known, determined
by the algorithm, the hardware underneath and the data [20].
Hence, definitely known is the list of actions this system will
go through. Then, we can estimate, although approximately,
the amount of energy consumed by this definite computation.
With the reversed view, the key question is: can we guarantee reliable computation under unreliable power supplies, mitigating frequent computational uncertainties? One particular
form of computational uncertainty is performance uncertainty
in terms of the time it takes to perform the computation. While
we have the definite power level what we can also have is a
definite computation (hardware, algorithm, data and sequence
of actions) but with uncertain performance [21]. Another form
would be to have both definite power or energy budget and
time deadlines, but then accept the possibility of the temporary
termination of the computation when either energy or time
limits has been reached.
However unusual the computational uncertainty might appear to us, raised to traditional approaches of computing,
our pervasive electronic systems will increasingly follow the
second and non-traditional view. This is because, today’s
widely used paradigms such as those of Real-Time (compute by deadlines) and Low-Power (prolonging battery life
or throttling for power densities) cannot address the strict
computation requirements imposed by the above question. The
new generation of devices and applications in the computing
swarm, many of which are expected to be confronted with
challenges of autonomy in the absence of batteries, will need
a power-centric design and run-time adaptation. This leads
us to define the new envisioned paradigm as Real-Power
Computing. The engineering definition and taxonomies of realpower computing follow.
Real-power computing can be defined as follows:
Real-power computing (RPC), or energy-driven computing,
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Fig. 3. (a) High-level block diagram of the proposed real-power computing
paradigm consisting of feedback based power control unit and the computation/communication electronics, and (b) traditional computing compared to
real-power computing, showing two key features of the proposed paradigm:
the ability to control power budgets based on the available energy, and
autonomous deeply-embedded survival instincts.

describes hardware and software systems subject to a “realpower constraint”, for example availability of energy from
a power source, or restriction on power dissipation. Realpower applications must guarantee performance within specified power constraints, referred to as “power bands” Systems
of this type are linked to the notion of survivability, which
depends on their power aspects as well as their ability to
morph functional aspects to ensure continued computation.
Real-power systems are not simply low-power systems which
are optimized to the criterion of minimum power consumption.
Based on the above definition, we have a range of possible
formulations of the problems leading to various scenarios in
real-power computing. Considering the control derivatives of
the input power, we categorize these as hard or soft realpower computing. Later, we also discuss the implications of
introducing the real-time constraints alongside power/energy.
A. Hard Real-Power Computing
Hard real-power computing systems have no energy storage
capacity, i.e. the scavenged power is delivered directly into
the circuits and systems. As such, the input power will need
to be strictly budgeted for guaranteeing a certain set of
computations; if the available power does not allow this, no
computation is carried out. The failure to meet power budget
will eventually lead to incomplete computations, which can be
carried out when more power is available. Examples of hard
real-power systems include autonomous cybernetic or signal
processing systems that have to carry out periodic and noncritical data sensing and computations.
A key requirement for establishing hard real-power computation is to have maximum predictability of supply power
so that power scheduling policies can be derived accordingly.
Moreover, it is equally important to have a high level of transparency of the computing units in terms of worst case power
consumption (WCPC), similar to worst case execution time
(WCET) in hard real-time computing systems. The evaluation
of WCPC would need extensive off-line characterisation of deterministic computational loads (eg. ASICs, microcontrollers,
memories and interconnects) against different power supply
situations. We term this process of scheduling computational
tasks based on power availability as power-compute co-design.
Figure 4 shows demonstration of a hard real-power computing
system that periodically processes sensed data in four phases:
wake up, sense, process, communicate and retain/sleep.
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Fig. 4. An example demonstration of hard real-power computing showing four
key tasks: initiate wake up, sense data, process data, transmit data and retain
data/initiate sleep mode. When energy is available, the system formulates a
strategy to control power with the aim of allowing these tasks to be carried
out, strictly meeting the power budget. However, when the available energy
is not sufficient, the system does not allow these tasks to be carried out.

B. Soft Real-Power Computing
Unlike hard real-power computing, soft real-power computing has built-in energy buffers (e.g. supercapacitors) with
limited capacity. As such, it does not strictly control computations against a power budget derived from the scavenged
power. Instead, power budgets are formulated based on the
currently available energy. When the available energy is lower
than expected, soft real-power systems can allow for partial
computation to be carried out, even if these violate the power
budget. Examples of soft real-power applications include sporadic data ingestion or dynamic sensing systems, which can
tolerate loss of periodic computations in full or in part.
Soft real-power computing systems can use a combination of power-compute co-design and run-time optimisation.
Power-compute co-design simplifies the control problem with
estimation of the expected power consumption (EPC) of
computational loads. Computational loads, such as microprocessors, dynamically reconfigurable systems and storage
subsystems are typical candidates for soft real-power controls
as EPC models can be instrumented for dynamic feedback
based run-time control. Based on the feedback, the control
decisions can be adapted to enforce high energy frugality [22].
Figure 5 demonstrates soft real-power computing systems
using similar example tasks as in Fig. 4.
C. Managing Performance Uncertainty
Some applications inherently require certainty in performance, which could be imposed through either hard or soft
real-time deadlines. Within the remits of real-power computing the delivery of such performance expectations can be
explained as follows. With an additional real-time deadline,
the problem of devising power budgets in real-power computing is reduced to identifying the least energy (product of
average power budget and time deadline) that can be frugally
utilized to deliver the best quality of computation (which can
be application-dependent), which can be modulated in favor
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Fig. 5. An example demonstration of soft real-power computing showing
similar tasks. When energy is available, the system proceeds with power
budgeting to allow for part of the tasks to be carried out, often with some
violation of the power budget. The remaining tasks are completed when more
energy becomes available.

of energy efficiency through approximate or heterogeneous
computing or a combination of both.
Considering different performance uncertainly scenarios, a
number of different optimization problems (i.e. taxonomies)
are given below.

Communication tasks

Hardware/Software: Computation tasks

Hardware: Sensors/busses/controllers
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1. Hard real-power computing:
∀t ∃Pt ≤P budget :c∈C
max : Q(c)
t
Given no storage for scavenged energy, there exists a variant of
computation functionality c which will always meet the power
budget (Pt ≤ Ptbudget ) at time t. The choice of functionality c
will ensure the best possible computation quality within the power
budget. A case study of hard real-power computing is shown in
Section VI.B.
2. Soft real-power computing:
∀t ∃Pt ≈P budget :c∈C
t
min : E(Pt , T, c) ≤ Eavail , & max : Q(c)
Given some storage for scavenged energy, there exists a variant of
computation functionality c which will approximately meet the power
budget (Pt ≈ Ptbudget ) at time t. The choice of functionality c will
ensure that energy consumption is always less than the available
stored energy, and provide the best possible computation quality. A
case study of soft real-power computing is presented in Section VI.A.
3. Hard real-power hard real-time computing:
∀t ∃Pt ≤P budget :c∈C
max : Q(c) st. T ≤ Td
t
Given no storage for scavenged energy, there exists a variant of
computation functionality c which will always meet the power budget
(Pt ≤ Ptbudget ) at time t. The choice of functionality c will ensure
the best possible computation quality within the power budget and
also strictly meet the real-time deadline.
4. Hard real-power soft real-time computing:

Variable energy supply

Run-time Adaptation: Powerproportional computing & survivability

Expected time deadline
Expected computation time
Power consumption at time t
Power budget at time t
Average power budget over time T
Energy consumption over time T (E = Pavg ×T )
Energy available over time T
Computation/communication task functionalities
Chosen task functionality/implementation
Quality of computation carried out

Run-time task partition, map and
power scheduling

Given:
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T
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Pavg
E
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C
c
Q

Ensuring energy efficiency, performance and quality requirements are met in real-power computing can be challenging due to large system space during optimization. Hence, it
requires a systematic and cross-layer approach for design-time
power-compute co-design, together with run-time adaptation
as described in Fig. 6. The details of power-compute codesign are described next, which is then followed by run-time
adaptation for energy efficiency and survivability (Section IV).

Computation quality versus energy
trade-offs

Consumed power

When more energy is available the rest of the tasks
(more processing and Tx) are completed
Occasional violation
Low energy forces the system to complete part
of power budget
and retain data to complete later

max : Q(c) st. T ≈ Td
∀t ∃Pt ≤P budget :c∈C
t
Given no storage for scavenged energy, there exists a variant of
computation functionality c which will always meet the power budget
(Pt ≤ Ptbudget ) at time t. The choice of functionality c will ensure
the best possible computation quality within the power budget and
also approximately meet the real-time deadline.
5. Soft real-power hard real-time computing:
∀t ∃Pt ≈P budget :c∈C
t
min : E(Pt , T, c) ≤ Eavail , & max : Q(c) st. T ≤ Td
Given some storage for scavenged energy, there exists a variant of
computation functionality c which will approximately meet the power
budget (Pt ≈ Ptbudget ) at time t. The choice of functionality c will
ensure that energy consumption is always less than the available
stored energy, and strictly meet the given real-time deadline, while
also providing with the best possible computation quality.
6. Soft real-power soft real-time computing:
∀t ∃Pt ≈P budget :c∈C
t
min : E(Pt , T, c) ≤ Eavail , & max : Q(c) st. T ≈ Td
Given some storage for scavenged energy, there exists a variant of
computation functionality c which will approximately meet the power
budget (Pt ≈ Ptbudget ) at time t. The choice of functionality c will
ensure that energy consumption is always less than the available
stored energy, and approximately meet the given real-time deadline,
while also providing with the best possible computation quality.
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Fig. 6. A cross-layer block diagram of the envisioned real-power computing
paradigm. Power-centric control for resources, including communication/
computation tasks and input/output subsystems, is fundamental to the concept
of this new paradigm. To ensure optimal controls, the system requires early
stage power-compute co-design, which extensively analyzes the power supply
variations against computation/communication energy consumption. The aim
is to determine the optimal power scheduling for resources. Power-compute
co-design is often coupled with continuous run-time adaptation to ensure
application-aware survivability in the event of limited energy availability using
hardware/software knobs and feedback through monitors.

III. P OWER -C OMPUTE C O -D ESIGN
Power-compute co-design is a design-time optimization
approach of real-power computing. It can be defined as a
set of design automation tools and techniques that models
the relationships between power sources and computational
loads (hardware, software and communication subsystems),
thereby formulating efficient power scheduling policies for
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computational tasks. In the following the different aspects of
power-compute co-design are briefly discussed.

Harvester power

A. Power Supply Models
The power supply in ubiquitous systems typically have large
spatial and temporal variations [23]. Understanding and modeling these variations is core to real-power computing. Spatial
variation models characterize the power supply voltages and
their variations, and determine the maximum and minimum
operating points [24]. Since harvested power is typically a
function of the operating environment, realistic assumptions
must be made to derive accurate spatial variation models.
Additionally, temporal variations also need to be modeled
to establish high predictably of the available energy over a
given time. Hard real-power systems can use more pessimistic
assumptions of the available energy, while soft real-power
computing can leverage deviations in assumptions to a runtime adaptation problem. Power supply models can then be
used to design power controllers with survivability instincts
and enable appropriate power scheduling for computational
loads at design-time [25]. Fig. 7 depicts harvested power of
four sources highlighting the temporal and spatial variations.
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B. Energy Transparency Models
Energy transparency models study the impact of performing
a set of computation or communication tasks in terms of their
resulting energy consumption, carried out at design-time. In
the following these models are briefly outlined for computation
and communication tasks:
1) Computation Tasks
Energy transparency models of computation tasks study
the energy consumption variations of hardware/software resources [32]. Depending on the intended real-power computing
paradigm (hard or soft), the energy cost estimation either needs
to be accurate or approximate. For example, hard real-power
systems requires accurate estimation at instruction- or microarchitectural level as under-estimation can lead to violation of
the power budgets imposed by the power controller. Microcontrollers and ASICs typically have deterministic computational behavior [33], and hence these are well-suited for
accurate energy transparency models using worst-case power
consumption (WCPC) estimations. On the other hand, soft
real-power systems can leverage approximations in energy estimations, and adapt during run-time. Microprocessors with hierarchical caches and reconfigurable logic circuits and systems
tend to exhibit variations in their energy consumptions [34],
and as such they are suitable for power-compute co-design
using expected power consumption (EPC) models.
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(d) Body thermal harvested energy
Fig. 7. Power supply behavior of different energy harvesting sources: (a)
solar harvested energy [16], [26] tends to have a sporadic pattern within a day;
however, between days the energy be quasi-periodic depending on the weather
(not shown), (b) wind harvested energy [27], [28] shows similar behaviour
as solar energy with typically larger spatial variation, (c) machine vibration
harvested energy [29], [30] can be quasi-periodic depending on the machine
workload, and (d) human body thermal energy harvested using a body area
network with 1700 nodes [31] tends to be highly predictable as the temporal
variations are generally slow.

Fig. 8. Layered computational activity in response to power levels. The
different layers signify power layers and their classes of functionalities: the
inner layers have lower computational capacity and hence more energy-frugal,
while the outer layers have higher power/computation capacity. In a typical
system different classes with higher number of software tasks are carried out
at outer layers, while modular and simpler hardware tasks are performed
at innermost layers. The layers in the middle gradually change in their
computational capacities and energies. In a real-power computing system,
when energy is scarce, the tasks at outer layers are progressively shut down
to retain the most essential tasks, e.g. retention, check-pointing.

2) Communication Tasks
Communication tasks are carried out in parallel or in an
interleaved manner alongside computation [35]. In ubiquitous
systems, these tasks are deterministic (in regular patterns of
sense, process and communicate data). However, the energy
consumption of these tasks can vary due to network behavior (wireless or wired) [36]. As such, to generate energy
transparency models for these tasks a key requirement is to
define the detailed network characteristics (including traffic,
channel or network availability and congestion scenarios) [37].
Based on such network characteristics, the expected energy
consumed for each of the communication packets can be
estimated. Similar to computation tasks, these estimations can
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be carried out optimistically for soft real-power systems or
pessimistically for hard real-power systems.
Power supply
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Spatial
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Worst-case power consumption (hard)
Expected power consumption (soft)
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(SW)
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Low-level power allocation:
power-proportional computing

Comp. #4
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Fig. 9. A flowchart of power-compute co-design for real-power computing
systems. The power supply model, together with harvested energy simulation
enables a power budget formulation. For hard real-power system, a more
conservative budget is formulated, while for soft real-power systems, a more
pessimistic power control is applied. Based on the power budget, the power
allocation to the computation and communication loads are carried out using
the energy transparency model. Initially, a high-level power scheduling is
done between computation and communication tasks. The higher-level power
schuduling is also coupled with a low-level power scheduling algorithm
that suitably identifies the best hardware/software partitioning and mapping
needed to optimize for the given criteria (eg. soft or hard real-power) and
constraints (eg. deadline, quality) for the optimization problem. For accurate
formulation of the design-time policies, energy/power models of the individual
computational loads are also fed back to the power scheduling governor.

C. Power Scheduling and Optimization Problems
Existing electronic design automation tools allow for hardware/software co-design to optimize for performance and/
or reduced power consumption [38]. A common feature of
these tools is the mapping and partitioning decisions between
hardware and software resources that need exploration at early
design phase. For real-time systems, such exploration can
drastically reduce the complexity of run-time optimization to
warrant task executions by a given deadline.
Within the remits of proposed real-power computing, powercompute co-design needs to identify the appropriate power
scheduling and optimization policies to ensure a fixed energy
budget can be effectively allocated among the computation
(and communication) resources. The co-design tool will be
provided with a set of supply power and load energy transparency models, and it will then generate a set of rules for
power distribution among computation and communication
loads. Using these rules, multiple layers of the system architecture can turn on/off at different power levels (cf. analogies
with living organisms nervous systems or underwater life,
or layers of expensive/cheap labour in most of the resilient
economies). As power goes lower computation at deeper layers
(i.e. survival layers with lower accuracy and computation
capacity) stay on, while the surface layers (i.e. higher accuracy
and more computation capacity) turn off; this is where instincts
become more in charge! The more effectively the system
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manages these layers, the more energy-efficient and survivable
it is. This layered view is reflected in Fig. 8, which puts it in
analogy with the sea layers and ability of different forms of life
to survive in different conditions of sunlight penetration. Fig. 9
shows a flowchart of power-compute co-design, demonstrating
how layered power scheduling is governed to ensure the
desired optimization criteria and constraints are met [39].
IV. RUN - TIME A DAPTATION
Run-time survivability is a new concept for electronic
systems. According to Oxford English Dictionary, “Survival is
the continuing to live after some event; remaining alive, living
on.” Such an event could be the termination of power supply or
drastic reduction in power levels. Conventional definitions of
survival and survivability in ICT systems render themselves to
considering this notion as a synonym to graceful degradation
in the presence of faults or something abnormal, i.e. “out of
order” conditions. This might be a suitable way if we treat the
system to work normally under the unlimited energy resources.
When we consider real-power conditions, we are actually
staying within “normal operating” conditions. Hence our system should be equipped with the capability to react to power
and energy interruptions. In biology, such capability is usually
called ‘instincts’ [40], which can be better described by the
following two quotations: 1) “the very essence of an instinct
is that it is followed independently of reason.” 1 , and 2) “the
operation of instinct is more sure and simple than that of
reason.” 2 . Based on these observations, an equivalent of
instincts in electronic systems can be associated with the
notion of “Deep Survival”. Deep Survival refers to maintaining
the operation in several structural and behavioural layers, with
mechanisms to adapt to unexpected energy situations. Electronic systems can be designed for deep survival by providing
multi-modal computational capability in layers, where each
layer corresponds to a given computational complexity and
associated quality/energy tradeoffs [41] (see Fig. 8).
Fig. 11 depicts an illustrative approach to engineering runtime adaptability and survivability. As can be seen, powerproportional heterogeneous computing and adaptability for
survival are two key issues for real-power computing as
described below:
A. Power-Proportional Computing
A fundamental approach to achieving survivability is the
principle of power-proportional computing [18], [42]. A given
power, when applied to a computational device, can be converted into a corresponding amount of computation activity
by selecting the appropriate layer of computation. Run-time
adaptation must ensure this through seamless switching between layers of different computation activities at different
power levels (see Section III) and Fig. 10).
Servicing a known functionality (a set of computation
and communication tasks) in different modes and types is
key to achieving power proportionality. One mode of this
could be computing (and communicating) with heterogeneous
resources. These resources can provide similar functionality
1 C.
2 E.

Darwin, Descent of Man I, 1871
Gibbon, Decline & Fall of The Roman Empire, 1804
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Fig. 10. Power profile in time, its uncertainty and illustration of powermodulated computing. The past observations can provide certainty in power
distribution in response to computation capacities through statistical inference.
Current and future observations use the past observations to manage the
uncertainty in performance responding to different computation capacity and
its power allocations.

but with different energy/performance trade-offs. When there
is good energy availability, it may be more convenient in
terms of controllability, precision and programmability to
perform functionality using traditional computing resources,
such as CPUs with DSPs. However, when the energy is scarce,
similar functionality can be provided through more customized
resources, such as FPGAs/ASICs for better quality of service
at low energy. The decision of performing computation (and
communication) through a resource will be strictly governed
by design-time rules and run-time adaptation algorithms built
in the system based on the energy availability and proportionality [43], [44].
In extreme energy conditions, computing can be challenging
using these traditional computing resources. To ensure useful
computation (and communication) tasks can still be carried
out, the traditional definition of functionality, whereby the
output data and their quality can be deterministically related
to a given set of input data, will need to be relaxed. This
leads to another mode of computing using power-proportional
approximate computing. To enable this promising mode new
computational units need be designed to meet the ultra lowenergy computing requirements at gracefully degraded quality
of the functionality [45]. The impact of trading quality off in
favor of energy can be strictly application-specific, and hence
these will need to carefully analyzed at design-time during
power-compute co-design (see Section III).
B. Adaptability for Survival
When power levels become uncertain or scarce, deep survival becomes incumbent. During such an event, the system
will need to “consciously” switch between a full functionality
mode to a low-latency hibernating mode primarily depending
on the data processing and application requirements (see
Fig. 11). The consciousness requires two unique design features in the system: dynamic retention and adaptability. In
the following we briefly discuss these characteristics with
examples.
1) Dynamic retention
Retention is the ability to save a stable state of the computing system. Using this state, the system can continue the
computation from where it left off. In traditional computing systems, retention is carried out through check-pointing

Fig. 11. A demonstrative flowchart of run-time adaptation for real-power
computing systems. For run-time adaptation the available energy (Eavail )
is directly measured from the power supply; based on this energy power
budget (Pbudget ) is formulated. The run-time manager allocates power
resources using Pbudget as a guideline. For hard real-power systems, initially
Eavail is checked against the required energy by the tasks in concern.
If the required energy is less than Eavail , no computation/communication
is carried out and data are retained; however, when Eavail can ensure
survivability, computation and communication tasks are carried out meeting a
specified quality. Unlike hard real-power systems, soft real-power systems are
managed most optimistically. When Eavail is greater than a threshold voltage,
Ethreshold , computation and communication tasks are carried out in full on
in part, depending on the availability of energy. For both systems, energy/
power measurements are fed back to the run-time energy transparency models
for more accurate power budget allocations, and run-time management.

process that requires saving the instruction and data states
in special purpose registers and memory units. The checkpointing process is governed by a special software routine
that is triggered on-demand when the system encounters any
known hardware/software anomalies.
In real-power computing systems, traditional approaches of
check-pointing can prove challenging due to the following two
reasons. First, the requirement to retain data can be aperiodic
and on-demand, and second, the typical latency of checkpointing can result in diminish returns in terms of energy
efficiency and performance [46].
A promising approach to integrating dynamic retention is
deeply embedding non-volatile logic or storage registers in
the electronic system. This will require additional survivability
controls and run-time adaptability features as described next.
2) Run-time Adaptability
Real-power systems are expected to operate autonomously.
Hence, they must be capable of adapting to changes in the
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real world. This will include learning to predict the changes in
power supply conditions and thereby reviewing power budget
formulations, managing around unreliable situations in harsh
operating environments for safety-critical applications, and
ensuring energy frugality through dynamic power scheduling
policies. To incorporate these capabilities, these systems will
need to have a new types of knobs and monitors. At the power
supply unit monitors will need to be designed to accurately
capture the available energy levels (as shown in Fig. 11). Computation/communication resources must also be designed with
power and performance monitors to enable feedback based
run-time controls. Additionally, these resources will need to
appropriately instrumented with retention control knobs to
enable deep survivability [47].
V. C ASE S TUDIES
Following the definitions of real-power systems with designand run-time aspects (Sections III and IV), in this section, we
present three different case studies as exemplars to demonstrate our research in the development of real-power systems.
Case Study 1 represents a soft real-power system, which aims
to maximize computation under variable power supply levels
ignoring the impact of delays. Case Study 2 shows an example
of a hard real-power system, demonstrating how resources
can be dynamically proportional to incoming power. Case
Study 3 presents the example of a tunable delay element with
survivable instinct with the aim of learning delay based on the
incoming power and remembering the delay properties in the
event of a power loss. These case studies should be considered
as systematic developments in different directions of realpower systems proposed in this paper; however, the complete
chain of hardware/software tools, techniques and automation
remain subjects of further research (See Section VIII).
A. Case Study 1: Self-timed Soft Real-Power Micropipelines
Traditionally, concurrency has been used to improve computing performance and/or efficiency, but there had been
limited studies to leverage concurrency under variable energy
situations. In this case study, a self-timed micropipeline is
designed, based on our work [23]. The aim is to maximize
the amount of compute per energy unit through dynamically
variable concurrency. The case study represents a soft realpower systems as the processing of the data tokens of a given
computation functionality will be favorably completed in part
or in full following a non-stringent power budget derived from
the available energy.
Fig. 12 shows the architecture of a C-element based micropipeline. It is implemented using an unrolled configuration,
forming a ring by connecting the last stage output back to the
first stage input [48]. The latches (i.e. C elements) can be set
or reset by S1 or S0 inputs as shown in Fig. 12(a). The data
items, called tokens, are identified as “01” or “10” input to the
pair of C elements shown in dashes, while “00” is considered
as non-data. Due to time delay based events it is possible
to have an old copy of the token, called a bubble. With more
incoming tokens moving forward, the bubbles move backward.
The maximum number of tokens that can be processed by an
N-stage pipeline is (N-1) tokens in order to free one stage to
hold a bubble. N and 0 tokens are deadlock states.
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Fig. 12. (a) Modified asynchronous C element architecture with set/reset
functions, and (b) four-stage micropipeline architecture using C elements.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 13. (a) Units of computations carried out against different supply voltage
levels (split in two levels for legibility), and (b) computation delays for these
voltage levels (again split in two levels for legibility).

To validate the effectiveness of power-centric management
of computation, a 5-stage ring micropipeline is used in experiments. Simulation results are obtained with different parallelism (1, 2, 3, 4 tokens), in different working voltages (1.0V,
0.8V, 0.6V, 0.4V, 0.35V, 0.25V, 0.2V, 0.16V) under various
energy levels (600pJ, 700pJ, 800pJ). In each experiment, the
power-compute run stops when the energy is fully consumed
through power budgets (established through power-compute
co-design steps prior to experiments). The resulting amount
of computation is counted for each run in terms of a unit,
defined as one pulse generated in the pipeline. Fig. 13 shows
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Fig. 14. Computations versus concurrency at different supply voltages

the different voltage levels and the resulting computation units
and associated delays from the experiments.
The micropipeline (Fig. 12) concurrency adapts to the
incoming energy levels and the data availability. For example,
under 600pJ @1V with one data item, the power budget was
adjusted to ensure 1276 computations (Fig. 13(a)). However,
when two data become available for the same energy and
voltage, the power budget and pipeline are set to deliver the
highest concurrency (1299 computations), which is a small
increase. However the time is more than halved. For the
same amount of energy, when Vdd drops from 1V to 0.8V,
the amount of computations for the most concurrent case is
increased 61.7%. It takes longer, about 50% more for the same
amount of computation. The power budget is 387uW at 0.8V
compared to 968uW at 1V, about a 60% lower. When further
reducing Vdd to 0.2V, exhausting the same amount energy,
the amount of computation is increased 23.3 times and it
takes about 10,000 times more time. For the same amount
of computation, it takes about 380x more time compared
to working at the nominal Vdd . However, the power figure
goes from 968uW down to 110nW. Fig. 13(b) shows the
corresponding delay for different computation voltages.
Fig. 14 shows computations versus the degree of concurrency at different Vdd s with 1-4 tokens. It can be concluded
that the maximum number of computations happens at the
same condition of the optimum throughput, which is at N/2
tokens when N is even or (N-1)/2 tokens when N is odd; the
higher the concurrency the greater the amount of computation.
At the nominal voltage, moving from the lowest extreme (four
tokens) to the optimum point (two tokens) results in a 5%

improvement in terms of the amount of computations per
unit energy. But at a sub-threshold voltage the effect on the
computation from 4 to 2 tokens is much more considerable nearly 1.7 times. Theoretically, at a fixed Vdd , under the same
amount energy, the optimum case will shorten the execution
time to half. Across a shorter period of time the amount
of leakage loss will be lower, hence the improvement. The
results (Fig. 14) further suggest that above threshold voltage,
the amount of computation per given amount of energy is
practically insensitive to the degree of concurrency, but below
threshold the dependency on the degree of concurrency and
thereby also the energy efficiency goes up significantly due to
the dynamic power adaptation in this case study.
B. Case Study 2: Hard Real-Power Signal Processing
This case study represents a hard real-power computing system with the aim of delivering the best possible computation
functionality proportional to the input power. The design and
experiments assumed no energy storage (the difference from
our original definition in Section II-A is in the absence of
coordinated dynamic retention circuitry, which is our ongoing
research). Fig. 15 shows the simplified block diagram of the
proposed computing using signal processing as an exemplar.
As shown, the incoming harvested power is fed into the target
logic circuit through a voltage protection and conditioning
circuit (our ongoing works include using self-powered voltage
sensors [49]). The logic block consists of power measurement
subsystem (using shunt resistance network), followed by three
different DC-DC converters to ensure variable voltage-current
requirements into the main logic circuit (i.e. signal convolution
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Fig. 15. Power-proportional convolution circuitry

circuit, which is commonly used for filtering information from
raw signals). Based on the incoming power, one of the four
convolution logic blocks with suitable approximation is chosen
such that incoming power budget is not violated, while also
maximizing the quality of computational functionality.
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multiplier. For demonstration purposes an 8-bit multiplier
is shown. As can be seen, the basic premise of such an
approximate multiplier is to reduce the number of partial
product terms, and effectively shortening the critical path.
For example, instead of producing two product terms A1B0
and A0B1, the multiplier directly produces an approximate
sum term of the two (Fig. 16(a)). The sum term is generated
by using an OR gate in place of an XOR gate, which only
produces an incorrect output of 1, when both inputs are 1
(as compared to 0 in an XOR gate). The grouping of partial
product terms is done using progressing bit significance, from
lower to higher. The product terms are then commutatively
remapped to reduce the number of partial product terms in
the critical path to 4, instead of 8 (Fig. 16(b)). As a result,
substantial energy reduction is achieved at the cost of low
loss in accuracy. For higher level SDLC multipliers, further
reductions in the critical path can drastically cut down the
latency and power consumption with more imprecisions are
incorporated in the process, representing a trade-off between
power-energy-quality (PEQ).
Table I shows the synthesized power, delay, area and powerdelay-product (PDP) comparisons of the different MAC units
used in the four convolution circuits. As can be seen, the
accurate MAC (row 2) has significantly higher power consumption and delay compared with the approximate MAC
implementations (rows 3-5). As the logic compression level is
increased from 2-level (2L) to 3-level (3L) and 4-level (4L),
the critical path is incrementally cut down in favor of reduced
dynamic and leakage power, coupled with latency. As a result,
up to 5.5x energy efficiency (expressed in terms of PDP) can
be achieved in the case of 4L SDLC MAC. Note that the
energy reductions are achieved at the cost of reduced quality.
TABLE I
P OWER , DELAY AND AREA COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT LOGIC

(a)

COMPONENTS

Circuit
Accurate MAC
2L SDLC MAC
3L SDLC MAC
4L SDLC MAC

(b)
Fig. 16. (a) An 2-level SLDC multiplier showing approximate compaction of
the partial product terms, and (b) the partial product terms after commutative
remapping, showing reduction in the critical path.

The circuit in Fig. 15 was designed with simulated power
scavenging with the assumption that the incoming power
does not vary faster than the period of synchronous logic
clock. Since multipliers constitute the bulk proportion of the
convolution logic blocks, they were designed with 16-bit multipliers of four different approximations: precise Wallace-Tree
Multiplier (WTM), approximate multiplier with 2-, 3- and 4level significance-driven logic compression (SDLC) [50]. All
four convolution configurations used precise carry-propagation
adders organized in array of multiply-accumulate (MAC) units.
Fig. 16 shows the stylized block diagram of a 2-level SDLC

Pdyn
(uW)
58.19
36.24
28.90
23.41

Pleak
(uW)
4.23
2.97
2.40
2.01

Delay
(ns)
2.63
2.11
1.73
1.35

Area
(um2 )
1417.47
904.56
672.31
501.37

PDP
(fJ)
174.27
76.86
49.66
32.32

Fig. 17 presents the simulation results of an example application using the convolution circuitry in Fig. 15. In a hard
real-power scenario, the system requires the signal convolution
tasks to be completed in units of 2700 MACs (300-sample
packets being convoluted by a signal with 9 samples). No
deadline is imposed for the number of packets to be processed
over a given time in this example. Fig. 17(a) depicts the input
power (Pin ) scavenged using a simulated source, together
with the effective logic power (Plogic ) for consecutive time
intervals of 50ms each. The logic selection and management
subsystem (Fig. 15) estimates Pbudget for the convolution
circuit discounting the power losses in power delivery (PDC ).
The Plogic determines which logic mode can be operated
to ensure each signal packet is processed with the available
power, while also providing with the best possible quality of
outcomes. The excess power (Ploss ) is bypassed through a
RC network parallel to the logic block (not shown). As can
be seen, when higher power is available initially, the accurate
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C. Case Study 3: Delay Elements with Survival Instincts
Supply voltage variations not only pose functionality challenges, but also introduce challenges in retaining parametric
values of the circuit, such as buffer delays [51]. Configurable
delay matching approaches, such as [52], [53], have been
proposed by researchers to address delay variation challenges.
The basic premise is to provide programmable delays that can
match the propagation delay of the original circuits [54].
Designing delay elements with deeply embedded survival
instincts is key to ensuring continued computational functionality in real-power systems. The instinct must allow for
learning of the circuit delay properties adjusted to different
voltage levels, and remember these properties when there is
no current or voltage. In this case study, we briefly describe
the design of a pulse controlled tunable delay element that
has the above desirable attributes, based on our ongoing
research in [55]. Fundamental to this tunable delay are two
key modifications to existing buffers. These are: a) placing
a memristor element between two CMOS inverters, and b)
introducing a tunable interface for different supply voltages.
Normal
out = in

cfg = ++
tune = ++

cfg = ++
tune = cfg = tune = x

cfg = tune = x

Tune up
out = tune

(a)
Fig. 17. (a) Input power (Pin ) and effective logic power (Plogic ), together
with the logic bypass losses (Ploss ), (b) logic mode selection [0: none
selected, 1: 4L SDLC MACs, 2: 3L SDLC MACs, 3: 2L SDLC MACs, and
4: accurate MACs] and the total number of MAC operations performed for
the given real-power budget for logic subsystem in (a), and (c) Valid signalto-noise (SNR) points for the selected convolution tasks.

MACs are selected for the convolution task, allowing up to 2
packets being processed (Fig. 17(b)). However, as scavenged
power becomes scarce, lower logic modes (such as 2L, 3L
or 4L SDLC MACs) are selected. When the available power
is low for processing a packet, the computation is skipped to
the next interval. The selection of logic modes has a direct
impact on the quality of the outcomes as shown in Fig. 17(c).
Processing convolution using 4L SDLC MACs causes the SNR
to degrade to as low as 19dB. Note that the effective SNR
for a given packet can still vary despite having the similar
logic mode selection. This is because the error introduced
by the approximate logic block is dependent on the signal
values. Signals with higher numeric values (i.e. higher ’1’s in
the significant parts of the logic) can incur marginally higher
errors than those with less numeric values due to progressive
bit significance-driven logic compression (Fig. 16). Overall the
SLDC-based switching of the circuit reacting to instantaneous
power levels provides ≈60X better convolution functionality
(from 2.7k MACs to 150k MACs) when compared with the
accurate convolution circuit alone (observed over 10 signal
processing experiments of 30-min each).

cfg

Tune down
out = tune

Vtune
MP3
Vdd

Vdd
MP1 cfg

tune
MP2

in

tune

MP4

MP5

MP6

mem_out

mem_in

out

MN2
MN1 cfg

MN4

MP7

MN5

MN6
GND

GND
cfg

MN3

GND

GND

(b)
Fig. 18. (a) State diagram for switching the operating mode of the memristorbased delay element, and (b) circuit schematic for the pulse controlled
memristor-based delay element.

Fig. 18 shows (a) the state diagram of the tunable delay
element, together with (b) its schematic. As can be seen, in
the normal mode the cf g is “−” and turns on both MP2 and
MN2, which form a pass gate, to pass the normal signal from
the input buffer to the memristor and then to the output buffer.
The cf g also turns off both MP3 and MN3 to cut the tuning
network from Vtune and ground whether the tune is “++” or
“−”. In the tune up mode, the cf g switches to “++” and turns
off the pass gate while both MP3 and MN3 are turned on. At
the same time, the tune is “++” and turns on both MP5 and
MN4. This connects mem out and mem in to Vtune and
ground respectively and causes the state variable to go higher.
On the other hand, in tune down mode, the cf g is “++” which
turns on both MP3 and MN3 while the turn changes to “−”
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and turns on MP4 and MN5. This also connects the memristor
to Vtune and ground but in the opposite direction and causes
the state variable to go lower.
The transistor MP7, whose the gate and source are connected to mem in and mem out respectively, is used to deal
with the backward tuning issue commonly seen in existing
solutions [56]. In addition, the pass gate is necessary to block
the leakage current that flows from Vtune to Vdd via the body
of MP1 which occurs in both tuning operations. Note that the
memristor can be placed in both directions depending on the
thresholds. The side that has the threshold above the normal
signal amplitude must be attached at mem in to avoid the
memristance change. However, the memristor can be placed
in any directions if both of its thresholds are greater than the
mentioned amplitude. All transistors except MP7 are sized to
balance the rise and fall times. For high voltage analog and
mixed signal (AMS) CMOS 0.35µm technology, the proper
Wp /Wn ratio is 1. Therefore, the widths of 40µm are selected
for MP1-MP5 and MN1-MN5 while both MP6 and MN6 are
sized as 20µm.
Tune up
pulse width
cfg (V) 7.0
0.0
tune (V) 7.0
0.0
5.0
in (V)
0.0
out (V) 5.0
0.0
42.8
state
29.5
variable 17.2
6.1
-3
(x10 ) 0.0

Tune down
pulse width
7.0
cfg (V)
0.0
7.0
tune (V)
0.0
5.0
in (V)
0.0
out (V) 5.0
0.0
40.0
state
39.5
variable 36.9
-3
(x10 ) 38.4

1ns

2ns

3ns

4ns

5ns

μ

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9
1.2
Time (μs)

1.5

1.8

(a) Tune up mode.
1ns

2ns

4ns

5ns

0.9
1.2
Time (μs)

1.5

3ns

μ

0.0

0.3

0.6

1.8

(b) Tune down mode.
Fig. 19. Identification of the minimum tuning pulse width in (a) tune up, and
in (b) tune down modes.

Using the tunable delay circuit (Fig. 18(b)) extensive experiments were conducted using high voltage CMOS 0.35µm
technology and memristor model with Biolek window function [57]. The ferroelectric fitting parameter for the memristor
was chosen because of its wide memristance range and ON
threshold that fits with the operating voltage. The Vtune was
set above the highest threshold of ≈7V while Vdd was set
as ≈5V to let the transistors operate correctly. Ten identical
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devices were connected in parallel resulting in high 15KΩ
and 5MΩ as the actual minimum and maximum memristance
respectively. The normal signal frequency in all experiments
was set to 10MHz.
Experiments were conducted initially to identify the maximum effective memristance and the maximum delay to determine their upper limits. The maximum memristance was
observed by applying tuning pulses on 3ns width. The average
delay grows exponentially and saturates on the 6th pulse,
indicating the maximum delay of 13.54ns and the state variable
value of 40 × 10−3 . This value can be converted to the
maximum effective memristance of 214KΩ. The minimum and
average delay are obtained as 5.48ns and 1.34ns per step.
To identify minimum and average timing pulse widths for
the delay element, next simulations were run by sweeping the
tuning pulse width in tune up mode from 1ns to 5ns with
1ns increment per step. Fig. 19 shows the waveforms, which
indicate that the state variable starts to increase at the 2ns pulse
width. In tune down mode the state variable was initialized to
the maximum effective memristance, determined earlier. The
results also reveal the minimum pulse width settles to 3ns.
The variation comes from the difference in memristances: the
lower one allows the signal to swing faster. Hence, 3ns pulse
width was assigned as the minimum tuning pulse width for all
the experiments.
Besides retention of delay properties, the introduction of
memristor in the tunable delay circuit also ensured low static
power of 14pW and dynamic power of 203µW.
VI. R ELATED W ORKS
Significant research works are being carried within the
realm of real-power computing. These works have found
different terminologies in literature, namely transient computing [58]–[60], power-/energy-neutral computing [61],
power-/energy-proportional computing [18], [62], energymodulated computing [42], ultra low-power computing [63]
and normally-off computing [64], [65]. These terminologies
continue to highlight specific issues surfacing around the
overall need to design new breed of computing systems that
can go beyond the state-of-the-art in terms of energy efficiency
and survivability [66]. In the following we give a brief account
of the relevant works to date.
The term transient computing, proposed by Gomez et
al. [60], refers to opportunistic computing for energy harvesting systems. The aim is to ensure computation and communication tasks can be carried out based on the available energy in
the battery or the supercapacitor. Faster wake up and reaction
times are critical for transient computing as these allow for better predictions of harvested energy availability [59]. To enable
computation at challenging energy levels, the ability to operate
at ultra low-power is also of profound importance [63]. An
ultra low power micro-controller architecture, named PULP
(URL: http://www.pulp-platform.org), is proposed by Conti et
al. in [67]. The PULP processor has built-in parallelization
features, and can interact with a power controller to react
to energy critical situations. Additionally, it supports checkpointing, coupled with run-time routines, to retain the stable
state of the computation [68], [69].
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Supercapacitors or batteries pose pollution, sustainability
and design geometry issues. Hence, operating at instantaneous power levels is often desirable, particularly for systems
that need to operate autonomously without supercapacitors
or batteries. Underpinning this motivation, Balsamo et al.
proposed a power-neutral computing in [61]. The computation
tasks in this system are instantaneously adapted based on
available power using dynamic frequency scaling (DFS). For
an uninterrupted operation, the system also needs to have state
retention feature enabled by on-demand check-pointing [70]. A
variant of power-neutral computing is energy-neutral computing, which assumes the presence of supercapacitors or small
batteries with limited capacity. Similar to transient computing,
energy-neutral computing needs power controllers that closely
interact with these supercapacitors or batteries to ensure uninterrupted computation under varying energy situations.
Energy- or power-proportional computing stems from similar principles of energy-neutral or power-neutral computing.
However, the main impetus of such computing is the transparency of energy usage profile of every system component, particularly the memory and input/output (IO) subsystems [18], [42]. The aim is to achieve tighter control over
the energy consumption of hardware/software systems when
subjected to different workloads. Liqat et al. and Kerrison
et al. proposed software energy modeling and verification
approach using execution statistics together with instruction set
architecture (ISA) in [32], [71], showing minor deviation with
from hardware energy measurements. The model elaborated
the impact of different instructions on the hardware components, including processors, arithmetic/logic units, memories
and pipelines for multi-threaded XMOS-based embedded systems. Flinn and Satyanarayanan proposed another modeling
tool in [72], called Powerscape, which can combine execution
statistics and hardware instrumentation to generate a detailed
energy usage footprint. Tools like these can reason for better
hardware/software energy efficiency using a number of different approaches. For example, a compiler based approach for
optimized register cache sizing for modern superscalar processors is proposed in [73]. Based on the energy/performance
profiles obtained from ISA, expressed as a energy-delay
product (EDP), and using the detailed characterization of
cache associativity, the authors demonstrate how EDP can be
improved with energy-proportional considerations.
Energy-modulated computing, recently proposed in [7],
[42], extends the above concepts further by adding elasticity
in computing. The general argument is that computation must
continue to provide intended functionality of its equivalent
even when energy is scarce, particularly in energy harvesting
systems. The elasticity in computation is achieved through
two aspects. Firstly, the system must have a layered design
with heterogeneous computing units to enable control over
the quality of intended computing functionality. When more
energy is available, the layer with high-complexity and highaccuracy hardware/software resources will be active. Conversely, when energy is scarce, the layer of low-complexity,
energy-efficient and less-accurate resources will be active,
powering off the other layers [74] (see Fig. 8). A key aspect
of achieving full control in energy-modulated computing is
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approximate computing system design that can operate with
variable precision based on the data or logic significance [50].
Recently normally-off computing has been proposed by
Nakamura et al. [64], [65]. The main principle is to design a
new generation of computing system with faster non-volatile
memories. Integration of these memories enable aggressive
shutting down the computing components (as opposed to
power gating using of leaky switches) when energy/power
is low. The power management features are incorporated
at micro-architectural level, providing the system with survivability features (as highlighted in Section IV). Table II
shows a brief summary of the existing works relevant to realpower computing, with classifications based on the taxonomies
shown earlier in Section III.
TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION OF EXISTING APPROACHES WITHIN THE REMITS OF
REAL - POWER COMPUTING
Approach
Soft
Hard
Instincts & features
RPC
RPC
[18], [42]
power-adaptive approximation
[23]
energy-adaptive, no retention
[60]
Supercapacitors without retention
[61]
no retention, power-adaptive
[64], [65]
non-volatile computing
[70]
retention through check-pointing
[68], [69]
ultra low-power check-pointing

We are already seeing the penetration of survivability-based
systems design in industrial products, increasingly following
the real-power approach. Two relevant examples are: a) modern smartphones, in which services are reduced progressively
when the battery is low or unreliable [75], and b) autonomous
drones or vehicles, in which reduced flying/driving capabilities would still be required to ensure safe landing/parking
when the power supply is about to fail [76]. Although these
products do not have autonomous survival instincts reacting to
instantaneous power supply variations, real-power approach is
expected to make this possible.
VII. C HALLENGES AND O PPORTUNITIES
Despite progress in different aspects of real-power computing (Section VI), the full-scale design and implementation of
real-power computing systems will need holistic and concerted
efforts across the entire system stack: from hardware to
software. We envisage the following key research challenges
and opportunities covering different aspects:
A. Design Automation Tools
Power-centric controls and management introduced in realpower computing is clearly a departure from the existing
power agnostic controls. As such, existing electronic design
automation (EDA) tools will not be able to meet the needs
of the new paradigm, largely due to the reversal of the
controls. Hence, new EDA tools and techniques will need to
be developed to facilitate power-compute co-design, validation
and verification. These tools will use power-compute co-design
policies to generate power controllers and layers of hardware/
software resources.
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B. Instrumentation and Run-time Optimization
To orchestrate run-time adaptability and control features,
careful instrumentation of knobs and monitors is a key requirement. Existing design principles of power/performance knobs/
monitors can be used. However, new knobs and monitors
need to be developed to build systems with survival instincts.
These can be used in conjunction with light-weight run-time
optimization routines for feedback based reactive control [66],
[77], or run-time model based proactive controls using machine learning principles [78], [79].
C. Architectures for Survivability
The concept of power-proportional computing introduced
in Section IV-A requires development of new system architectures for real-power computing. These architectures are
expected to feature heterogeneous computing resources, including traditional (CPUs, DSPs, FPGAs/ASICs) and emerging circuits and systems, such as programmable approximate
computing units [50]. Based on the available energy, the
computation and communication resource(s) would be suitably
chosen to provide required functionality or its gracefully
degraded equivalent. To allow for run-time survivability, the
architectures will also need to integrate hardware/software
support (such as non-volatile registers or tightly-coupled memories) for dynamic retention capabilities.
D. Programming Model
For high-level scheduling between power supply and compute units, new programming models will need to be developed. These models will consist of a set of annotations and
run-time routines. Annotations will dictate the power budgets
of modular tasks in heterogeneous computing resources, either
statically (for hard real-power systems) or dynamically (for
soft real-power systems), while run-time routines will manage
the system (and its survivability) based around the given power
budgets. Interacting with knobs and monitors will be exposed
to the run-time through application programming interfaces.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We are entering an era of massively ubiquitous computing
(e.g. swarms of devices such as sensors, monitors, actuators,
markers, smart tags) at the smallest possible granularity level.
The quantity of devices that form such swarms will be in
the order of trillions with inherent requirement of autonomous
survival capabilities. Cumulatively, they are expected to consume enormous amounts of power, which cannot be expected
with current and predicted battery technology scaling. Existing low power design methods largely use performanceconstrained power/energy minimization without considering
the survivability under energy/power variabilities. Indeed, for
these promising devices we need to design and build systems
that can operate uninterruptedly under a wide range of power
constraints. Underpinning these motivations, we defined and
proposed a new computing paradigm, named Real-Power
Computing. Our definitions have been complemented with
different case studies and exemplars, coupled with reflections
and experiences from existing research efforts in the form of
power- or energy-aware design. Although this new paradigm
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has direct relevance to current and future generations of
ubiquitous systems, we believe that there is a strong impetus
for this paradigm to be useful in other computing applications
for cost and energy-efficiency considerations.
We have considered an electronic design approach inspired
by the survivability instinct seen in many natural phenomena,
e.g. microbes, to ensure continued functionality under such
unreliable energy. We have also shown in Case Study 1 that
the new paradigm lends itself to the principle of using the
available energy to the maximum amount of computation in
systems. According to [80], “this principle of least action
is an expression not of nature’s parsimony, but of nature’s
prodigality: a system’s natural trajectory is the one that will
hog the most computational resources”.
Our approach develops a holistic view and a research
framework for the Real-Power paradigm covering challenges
and opportunities of power schedulability, tools and algorithms
for power-centric design, design- and run-time optimization
and adaptation for ensuring continued execution of batteryless ubiquitous systems. We strongly believe the proposed
paradigm will broaden the scopes for extensive future research
with definitive pathways.
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